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Chapter 1501: Look Down On People 

Chapter 1501 

“Skin care products in our province?” 

Lin Qianqian frowned her eyebrows. From yesterday afternoon to now, I don’t know how many people 

have requested her contact information through various channels. Or the contact of company 

employees, in short, is for a distribution agent. 

Lin Qianqian handed the matter over to a department of the company, whose female manager is her 

confidant. 

Whether it is her or the female manager of the department, there is a point of view that people from 

other provinces can sell agents, but this is absolutely not possible in this province. 

After all, the company is not that big, and the manpower and material resources are not enough. 

Naturally, people from other provinces can’t get in. They can only rely on distribution agents to open 

stores. 

As for the province, although the market has not been opened yet, there are plans to open at least a few 

direct sales stores in every urban area of the province. 

Especially Donghai will set up a general direct sales store, so as to better control the brand. 

Lin Qianqian is not stupid, she suddenly understood why Yao Dadong and Liu Yi would come to 

apologize. 

Mr. Wu has already clarified the matter. 

Immediately, Yao Dadong told his company and the tasks assigned to him one by one. 

I continue to apologize very much: “I’m really sorry, it was our dog’s eyes that look down on people just 

now. Qianqian, although my company is not in the East China Sea, it is also a well-known enterprise in 

this province. It can guarantee the agency sales in this province, and it will definitely get better Besides, 

you are still my classmate. As long as you hand over the agency to me, I will do it myself!” 

Lin Qianqian said indifferently: “No need, I have already said that this province will not hand it over to 

any agent.” 

Now Liu Yi was a little annoyed: “Lin Qianqian, your company is still very small and cannot establish a 

store in every urban area of this province in a short period of time, but Dadong’s company has, in a short 

period of time, The strength of building stores in various urban areas of the province. Therefore, it is a 

win-win situation with Dadong’s company. 

Moreover, if Dadong fails to complete this task, he will be fired by the company. As an old classmate, 

how can you stand by and die? “ 



Don’t talk about Lin Qianqian, when Lin Kai heard this, he couldn’t help laughing. Now he talked about 

the affection of his old classmate. When he mocked Lin Qianqian before, why didn’t he say that he was 

an old classmate. 

Of course, he didn’t care about this matter, he was just watching, knowing that Lin Qianqian would have 

his own judgment. 

The next moment, Lin Qianqian said indifferently: “Don’t kidnap me morally, business is business, 

classmates are classmates, two different things. Although the company is mine, but I manage the jobs of 

hundreds of people, how can I lose my company for the sake of Yao Dadong’s job? Employees jobs, are 

you right?” 

Before Liu Yi and Yao Dadong reacted, Lin Qianqian said to Lin Kai: “Lin Kai, finish the meal, let’s go after 

the meal.” 

Lin Kai nodded, and when he finished ordering, he had already paid. 

Then Lin Qianqian and Lin Kai left together. 

When Yao Dadong saw Lin Qianqian with such a determined attitude, his expression was extremely 

anxious, and he couldn’t care about so much. He yelled at Lin Qianqian who was not far away: “Lin 

Qianqian! Are you really that ruthless!” 

Lin Qianqian didn’t even look at Yao Dadong, and Lin Kai continued to go outside the restaurant. 

Yao Dadong’s expression was ugly to the extreme. Seeing that his words were invalid, he immediately 

said in a threatening tone: “Good, good! Lin Qianqian, if you didn’t give me the agency of your province, 

you just wait! I heard that you are going to open a direct sales store. , Hey, let me show you the strength 

of my company! Dont think this is the East China Sea, but it can also make it hard for you to drive!” 

Liu Yi also threatened: “Yes! Lin Qianqian, your company is still too small. The company where my big 

east is located is not what you can imagine! If it is not for your company’s products, you will not even 

care about it. Since you dont let my Dadong act as an agent, then you will die! No one will have a better 

time!” 

Lin Qianqian stopped when she heard this, turned her head and looked at the clamoring two people 

coldly, and said coldly: “You two, it’s still the same as before. It’s disgusting.” 

Lin Kai also shook his head speechlessly. I have to say that these two classmates, Lin Qianqian, are really 

superb. It’s no wonder that Lin Qianqian’s attitude when seeing them was very interesting from the 

beginning. 

It turned out to be such a top class classmate. 

Yao Dadong happened to see it, and Lin Kai shook his head there, and he was immediately annoyed. He 

was not happy with Lin Kai at first, and now he directly yelled at Lin Kai: “Boy! What are you! Dare to 

look at me like that! How old is I to graduate? In a year, I climbed into the position of vice president of a 

listed company! The annual salary of one million is only on the surface, and there are various hidden 

benefits. It is easy to make a million in a year! 



There are millions all over my body. what about you? What the hell! Pick up a broken bone and become 

a treasure. The whole body is also a stall! What right do you have to laugh at me with a little white face 

who eats soft rice! “ 

Before Lin Kai spoke. 

Lin Qianqian turned around, looked at Yao Dadong and Liu Yi with beautiful eyes, and said in a cold tone: 

“You two really explained it, what is called a dog is low. Mr. Lin Kailin next to me is the biggest of our 

company. Shareholders! Not only that, but skin care products provide the greatest technology! 

Haha, if the real boss of your company really wants to choose one between the two of you, he will 

definitely choose Lin Kai! Instead of you! So, what is your value! You and Lin Kai compare one world to 

another! Lin Kai in the sky! And you are on the ground! “ 

After hearing Lin Qianqian’s words, Yao Dadong’s expression became angry again. Only then did he 

remember that Mr. Wu said that Lin Qianqian is the largest shareholder of the company! 

And that shareholder provided it, the skincare technology! You know, the value of that technology is in 

the industry, but someone wants to invest a good one or two billion to buy it out! 

It is equivalent to that if Lin Kai is willing, he can easily earn one or two billion in cash casually! It is 

completely the value of killing him now! 

Lin Qianqian sneered at this moment, and then said: “Also, he also has a company, he is the boss of 

Dafeng Entertainment, Dafeng Entertainment is one of the three largest entertainment companies in 

China. I don’t need to say more about its market value, you and Lin Compared with Kai, you are not 

qualified to compare with Lin Kai! 

I really thought I had some achievements, so I couldn’t be proud of it! It’s too low to see people! “ 

Lin Qianqian said so much because of Lin Kai’s injustice. 

Lin Kai also knew that Lin Qianqian was kind, so he shook his head and smiled: “Lin Qianqian, what are 

you doing so much? Just leave it alone.” 

Lin Kai’s vision was very high. He saw a lot of people like this, so he was very calm. 

Lin Qianqian didn’t say anything more when she heard Lin Kai’s words, but there was still a smell of 

embarrassment on her pretty face. 
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So Lin Qianqian snorted coldly and continued: “If you are communicating normally at the beginning, it is 

not impossible to ask for an agent in the province. After all, they are all classmates, at least give some 

face. But when they come, just mock me. In the end, I even mocked my friend. This incident has nothing 

to do with Lin Kai from beginning to end! 



However, every time I made every inch of it, I looked down upon Lin Kai! Yao Dadong, how can you 

compare to your achievements? And Liu Yi, you are the one who hasn’t changed, you are still so 

snobbish and love vanity! “ 

Lin Qianqian said, and then left with Lin Kai. 

As for Yao Dadong and Liu Yi, they stood there in a daze, looking at the backs of Lin Kai and Lin Qianqian, 

their expressions were very embarrassed, and they didn’t know whether they were angry or ashamed. 

Soon after seeing Lin Kai taking Lin Qianqian into a Rolls-Royce Phantom, both of them looked weak. 

At the same time, both of them were unwilling, and the couple left the restaurant immediately. 

Yao Dadong and Liu Yi came to a corner of a nearby park and sat down. 

Liu Yi said unwillingly: “Dadong, what should I do about this matter?” 

Yao Dadong looked very worried: “Lin Qianqian’s attitude is obviously impossible to hand over the 

distribution of the province’s agent to me. Alas, I can only wait for the company to fire me. Or I will 

intercede with the boss, maybe Looking at my performance over the past few years, I will be let go.” 

“How could I let you go! When you competed with him, you were offended! So don’t intercede! I can’t 

afford to lose this person! And you are willing to dismiss this way? The relationship between major 

shareholders has secured the position of vice president! The current chairman can only work for a few 

years at most, and then you will be in your position! 

Besides, if you are fired. What will I use in the future? I need to spend money on all aspects, so I can’t 

wait to sit still! “ 

Liu Yi hummed: “Since you can’t wait and die, you will die! Just like what you said before, let Lin 

Qianqian not be here and open a direct sales store!” 

Yao Dadong said with a bitter expression: “I think too, but before that was my quick slogan, I was about 

to be fired, how can the company help me! Without the company’s help, this is totally impossible!” 

Liu Yi gritted his teeth and said: “I have a way! Isn’t this in the East China Sea? The Leiyuan Group in the 

East China Sea is the most powerful! There is a Leiyuan Group named Tang Ge, who is one of the senior 

executives of the Leiyuan Group. Powerful and powerful. Brother Tang, I have eaten with you a few 

times. You should be very familiar with it. Just ask Brother Tang for help!” 

“Brother Tang?” Yao Dadong frowned slightly: “Brother Tang did have a few meals, but he is not very 

familiar with it, and the guy has a big appetite. If he doesn’t give a heavy gift, he won’t help.” 

Liu Yi sneered: “Give a heavy gift to give a heavy gift! Compared to your being fired, giving a heavy gift is 

nothing! Think about it, if this level is over, in two days, you will be the chairman of the company. , It’s 

yours! When that happens, the future is boundless!” 

Yao Dadong was heard and his eyes lit up, too! He made a call quickly. 

And Lin Kai took Lin Qianqian to the area of the industrial park outside the city of Donghai. 



Two days ago, Lin Qianqian had expected that skin care products would definitely sell well. The 

production line of her company did not meet the current sales demand at all, so she bought a factory in 

Donghai Industrial Park as a new production line. 

Fortunately, that factory is also related to skin care products. For some reason, it was transferred, and it 

happened to be taken by Lin Qianqian. It didn’t take so much effort to buy various equipment and the 

like. 

After successful recruitment in these two days, production can begin. 

It can be said that the factory has been established, and the location of the main direct sales store is also 

well selected. After that, the way is laid across the country to create a brand effect. 

There is still a certain distance between the downtown area of Donghai and the industrial park. 

At this time, Lin Kai drove the car in silence and headed towards the industrial park. As a shareholder of 

the company, he was still obliged to go to the new factory area and inspect it. 

Of course, Lin Qianqian actually asked him to go, otherwise he wouldn’t bother to see it. 

Lin Qianqian looked at Lin Kai who was driving seriously, and said softly: “Lin Kai, I’m sorry, what 

happened in the restaurant just now, I caused you.” 

In any case, Yao Dadong and Liu Yi are both her classmates. It was originally because of her that they 

came here. In the end, the two used extremely vicious words to attack Lin Kai, which made Lin Qianqian 

blame herself. 

Lin Kai shook his head and smiled: “I don’t care. Who cares about dog eating shit? Isn’t that making 

myself sick?” 

Lin Qianqian snorted and laughed: “It’s a very appropriate description, and it’s correct. It’s totally 

disgusting, so don’t care.” 

As she said, she couldn’t help saying, “Lin Kai, or else I will take Sister Dong Shu over and have a good 

meal at your house? Last time, due to the injuries of Sister Dong Shu and I, I didn’t give full play to my 

cooking skills. Just use your cooking skills.” 

Lin Kai felt a little reasonable, and just as he was about to nod his head to agree, he suddenly stopped, 

because he instantly remembered that he and Yin Suyan had agreed tonight to accompany Yin Suyan to 

the stage play. 

So, he said helplessly: “Next time, I have an appointment with Yin Suyan tonight.” 

“Humph!” 

Lin Qianqian rolled her eyes when she heard the words, she naturally knew that Lin Kai had an 

appointment with Yin Suyan at night. That’s why she tentatively said that, but she didn’t expect Lin Kai 

to get caught. 

Lin Qianqian was still about to say something, but the car suddenly braked and interrupted what she 

was about to say. 



The car then immediately turned a corner and stopped in the parking area on the side of the road. 

Lin Qianqian was obviously surprised. She looked at Lin Kai with a look of confusion, and curiously said, 

“Why stopped before the industrial park?” 

Lin Kai didn’t respond immediately, but looked straight at the window on the side of Lin Qianqian’s co-

pilot position. 

To be precise, Lin Kai was looking at a burly figure, a young man in his twenties. 

Although this young man looks ordinary, but his whole body reveals an aura that is different from 

ordinary people. 

But one leg of the young man was limping somehow, so he limped when he started walking. 

Not only that, the young man also carried heavy things on his back and walked into the nearby 

construction site. 

Obviously, the young man is working at the construction site. 

“I said Chen Guaizi, can you be a bit more dignified and move faster. Originally, it cost tens of dollars a 

trip. If you delay like this, you can’t make a lot of money.” At the gate of the construction site, one of 

them should be a contractor. Smoking a cigarette and shook his head to the young man. 

The young man, Chen Guaizi, did not finish speaking, but he was also quickening his pace as soon as 

possible, and quickly moved the things he was carrying into the construction site. 

He is going to go back again and move other things. 
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It’s just that the foreman, who stopped Chen Guaizi, inhaled the cigarette in his hand, and threw it on 

the ground. 

The head contractor took out another red banknote and said, “Chen Guaizi, you wont make a hundred 

dollars a day like this. Lets go, Im very upset today and need to vent. So I treat you like a sandbag and 

put so many punches. In the case of boxing, the one in my hand will be given to you, which is equivalent 

to the cost of transporting things in a day and a half, how? 

Of course, you can refuse. But if you refuse me, the construction site here will not welcome you a 

kidnapper to carry things. “ 

Chen Guaizi’s firm face showed a trace of anger, and his fists were clenched tightly. 

But it seemed that something came to mind. The clenched fist was immediately released, and he 

responded lightly: “Okay.” 

After listening to that, the contractor laughed loudly, and without hesitation, he raised a fist and 

slammed it into Chen Guazi’s chest. 

Chen Guaizi did not dodge, let the contractor smash it. 



When his fist hit Chen Guaizi, Chen Guaizi only frowned, motionless. 

On the contrary, the foreman screamed like a pig in pain while shaking his attacking hand. 

“Damn! It hurts!” 

The head contractor was screaming. His fist just hit someone’s body, but it was clearly hit on the copper 

wall. And he used his full strength, as everyone knows, the strength is mutual, so under his full strength, 

his fist was also shaken, and his fist was about to fracture and the pain was severe. 

The foreman didn’t believe in evil, so he threw out his fists and attacked Chen Guaizi’s stomach. 

Chen Jiaozi still didn’t avoid it, even his face was calm. 

Let the contractor’s heart feel hairy, and immediately stopped his fist, not dare to hit it, for fear that it 

hurts like before. 

As a result, the head contractor threw the red banknotes on the ground and cursed: “Look at you, 

pitiful, just treat it as a puppy on the roadside.” 

In fact, the contractor was unwilling to give a hundred. Because this Chen Jiaazi seemed very strong and 

afraid of being beaten, he threw the red banknotes on the ground and walked back to the door of the 

construction site. 

Chen Jiaazi looked at the money on the ground, he hesitated a little, then lowered his head to pick it up. 

“Hehe, I thought you were so good, you didn’t pick it up for this little money!” The foreman looked at 

Chen Jiaazi with disdain. 

Chen Guaizi looked at the contractor indifferently, and did not say anything, but silently put the red 

banknotes into his pockets, and then proceeded to move things. 

In the car on the side of the road. 

Lin Kai and Lin Qianqian both saw the scene at the construction site. 

Lin Qianqian was the first to mutter to herself: “That person is disabled and suffers from this. The 

contractor is too hateful.” 

Lin Kai didn’t say a word, his face was gloomy, and he got out of the car and walked to the side of Chen 

Guaizi. 

Since Chen Guaizi turned his back to Lin Kai, he didn’t know that Lin Kai was here. 

Lin Kai looked at Chen Jiaozi’s back, with a slightly hoarse voice, and said, “Zhanhu.” 

Chen Guaizi was about to move things. When he heard these two words, his whole body trembled, as if 

he couldn’t believe it, and then he turned around. 

When he saw Lin Kai, Chen Guaizi exclaimed: “Zhanlong! Why are you here?” 

“Haha, the two are mentally ill, and what kind of dragons and tigers do you really think you are shooting 

TV series there?” 



The foreman was made fun of by the conversation between the two, and constantly laughed at them. 

Lin Kai showed a chill in his eyes, then took out a hundred yuan and threw it on the foreman, and then 

said coldly: “Similarly, I will give you a hundred yuan, you can just let me snap a finger.” 

The head of the contractor sneered: “Just a flick, there will be a hundred yuan, such a good thing, of 

course I want it. If you say it, just a flick, otherwise, you will pay me ten times the price, which is 1,000. 

Piece!” 

In order to be cautious, the foreman took out the recording function of his mobile phone and recorded 

the words. 

“No problem, I just snap my fingers.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

“Okay! You can start!” 

The head contractor has already recorded, but he is not afraid of Lin Kai’s repentance. 

Lin Kai walked to the head of the contractor calmly, then stretched out his hand and flicked off the head 

of the contractor’s forehead. 

It seems to be a light flick, but in fact this power, even the ancient warrior, can’t bear it. What’s more, it 

was the contractor, which caused the contractor to fly directly into a sandy ground in the construction 

site under the finger of this finger. 

Fortunately, he fell on the sand. Even so, the contractor was seriously injured and immediately passed 

out. 

At the moment when he was in a coma, the contractor was horrified and couldn’t believe it. The man 

casually wound him seriously. 

After Lin Kai finished this, he returned to Chen Jiaazi and said, “Brother, I haven’t seen you for a long 

time! Your legs are still like that, and it has been bad. If you didn’t help me block them, I would have 

died. that.” 

Chen Guaizi shook his head: “It’s nothing. At that time, I was a comrade-in-arms of a company, and they 

were all performing tasks. And I heard that after you entered Jiulong Mountain, I was very pleased. How 

are you now?” 

When Lin Kai didn’t enter Jiulong Mountain as a special force, he entered a unit, but only later did he 

enter the Jiulong Mountain after selecting special forces. 

And Chen Guaizi was actually Chen Zhiyuan, a comrade in arms of the army at that time. 

At that time, Chen Zhiyuan was called Zhanhu, while Lin Kai was called Zhanlong. 

Although only a few months to get along, the experience of that period is hard to forget. 

Originally, Chen Zhiyuan could also be selected into Jiulong Mountain, but in the last days, he performed 

a very important task. 

Chen Zhiyuan blocked a shot to help Lin Kai, causing his leg to become lame. 



After that, Chen Zhiyuan left the army early with regret. 

Lin Kai deeply remembers this kindness. In fact, as early as the moment when he became a cultivator, he 

wanted to find Chen Zhiyuan and he wanted to cure Chen Zhiyuan’s illness. 

It’s just that after Chen Zhiyuan was discharged, he didn’t know where he went. Even the other 

comrades in the army couldn’t find out where Chen Zhiyuan was, as if the world had evaporated. 

Because Chen Zhiyuan’s files were actually blank, because the mission at that time was top secret, and 

no files could be kept. 

Therefore, there is no way to investigate Chen Zhiyuan’s whereabouts through the national level. 

However, Lin Kai did not give up searching, but he did not expect that he saw Chen Zhiyuan on a newly 

developed construction site outside Donghai City, which surprised Lin Kai. 

Chen Zhiyuan looked at Lin Kai and asked with a smile: “You haven’t answered me yet. I’m still in Jiulong 

Mountain. Why did you come here?” 

“I’m indeed still in Jiulong Mountain, but now I am in a semi-demobilized state.” 

Lin Kaidor didn’t directly say that he was the owner of the Ninth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain. Chen 

Zhiyuan still didn’t know about this matter. The less he knew, the safer Chen Zhiyuan was. 
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After Lin Kai finished speaking, he did not wait for Chen Zhiyuan to say anything. 

Lin Kai began to ask Chen Zhiyuan, “On the contrary, it was you. After you were discharged from the 

army, it was just like the world has evaporated. I have been looking for you, but I didn’t expect to meet 

you here. However, according to your previous temperament, you have already taken that bag. The 

foreman was beaten, why do you want to do that? I am short of money?” 

Chen Zhiyuan smiled bitterly: “After I retired from the military, I just wanted to live a peaceful life, marry 

a wife and have children, and the cost of leaving the military was enough for me to live. However, some 

changes happened later, and it is difficult to say anything. Anyway, during that period, I was very 

depressed. 

Later, I met my current wife, very affectionate. She also gave birth to a daughter smoothly, now a little 

over three years old. Because of a chronic disease, I only noticed it some time ago, which requires a lot 

of medical expenses. My previous expenses included selling some coolies in addition to retirement fees. 

After all, my legs were inconvenient, I couldn’t work normally, and I couldn’t be a bodyguard. 

So now, I have no choice but to run out to see if I can get any job. “ 

As Chen Zhiyuan spoke, he sighed, and then took out a cigarette that was half smoked from his pocket. 

That cigarette is very cheap, two and five half. 

Obviously Chen Zhiyuan used it sparingly. One cigarette was washed several times. 



Lin Kai can see from this detail that Chen Zhiyuan is indeed not doing very well now. 

Lin Kaixin felt sad and guilty at the same time. If it weren’t for him, Chen Zhiyuan wouldn’t have lost his 

legs like this. 

You know, Chen Zhiyuan was a man of equal fame with him in the army at that time, and he was very 

strong. 

If you continue to stay in the army, it will have a promising future, at least in Jiulong Mountain. 

Even if you don’t want to go to Jiulong Mountain, but choose to retire, you can also be a private 

bodyguard. 

But now one leg is useless and nothing can be done. 

Lin Kai sighed. He saw Chen Zhiyuan’s leg. Since he hadn’t been treated for many years, even if it was 

him, it was a little troublesome. 

He needs to find some herbs to heal Chen Zhiyuan’s legs. 

Therefore, Lin Kai said to Chen Zhiyuan: “Zhanhu, rest assured, your daughter must be fine.” 

Lin Kai intends to treat Chen Zhiyuan’s legs in two days, and he will also cure Chen Zhiyuan’s daughter’s 

illness. 

Since he hasn’t gotten a good treatment yet, Chen Zhiyuan’s leg method, so he didn’t say much in this 

regard. He still went to talk to Chen Zhiyuan when there was a treatment. 

Chen Zhiyuan thought that Lin Kai’s words were comforting him, and did not wait for him to say 

anything. 

Lin Kai thought for a while, and handed over several hundred cash to Chen Zhiyuan and said, “Zhanhu, I 

dont carry so much cash. I will give this money to my sister-in-law and niece first, and have a good meal. 

I’ll be free in a few days, and I will visit you again.” 

Lin Kai knew Chen Zhiyuan’s temperament. 

If he directly transferred tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands of dollars, Chen Zhiyuan would 

definitely not want it. 

If he really wanted to, Chen Zhiyuan would not get through as he is now. He would have applied for help 

from the state a long time ago. 

How can I say that Chen Zhiyuan made a contribution, but Chen Zhiyuan did not apply for subsidies from 

the state because of his temperament. 

That’s why Lin Kai inferred that Chen Zhiyuan’s inner temperament had not changed. 

Sure enough, Chen Zhiyuan had hesitated for a long time even if it was a few hundred yuan. If Lin Kai 

hadn’t said it in advance, he would give his sister-in-law and niece a good meal, otherwise he would 

have refused. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai shook his head and asked Chen Zhiyuan to hurry up. 



Chen Zhiyuan only accepted it. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai and Chen Zhiyuan chatted a few more words and left a contact information with 

each other. 

Lin Kai will find the medicinal materials he needs these two days, and will immediately set out to treat 

Chen Zhiyuan and his daughter. 

It didn’t take long for Lin Kai to get into the car, leading Lin Qianqian, and continue to the direction of 

the industrial park. 

Looking at Lin Kai’s car, Chen Zhiyuan didn’t look strange, but couldn’t help thinking that Lin Kai now has 

this ability, and I don’t know if Lin Kai has changed, and whether he will really come to see him in two 

days. 

Chen Zhiyuan sighed, especially when he lowered his eyes to look at the hundreds of dollars in his hand, 

he was actually quite uncomfortable. 

Then, Chen Zhiyuan took the money in silently. 

The contractor should have regained consciousness not long ago. 

Although the contractor’s body was seriously injured, Lin Kai did not kill him either. 

He happened to see Lin Kai giving hundreds of dollars to Chen Zhiyuan, and saw Lin Kai driving a luxury 

car with a beautiful woman sitting in the luxury car, and straight away. 

Suddenly the contractor drew a mockery of Chen Zhiyuan: “Haha, a kidnapper is a kidnapper. It looks 

like that person treats you very well. In fact, it is nothing more than seeing that you had a little 

friendship with him, so he gave that little money and sent you away. I didn’t see it. , He is so fast, can’t 

help but leave with a beautiful woman? Hey, so don’t want to befriend him!” 

Even though the head of the contractor was seriously injured in his body, he naturally dared not say 

anything about Lin Kai, but when he saw Chen Zhiyuan, he vented all his anger to Chen Zhiyuan. 

Without saying a word, Chen Zhiyuan limped towards the foreman and walked in front of him. Then, 

with a cold face, he looked at the foreman with cold eyes, and said indifferently: “I believe my brother is 

not that kind of person! But you say so. My brother, I will teach you a lesson!” 

Although Chen Zhiyuan has a temper, in the past few years, due to the polishing of social life, he has 

almost been rounded up, but he still has that violent temper in his bones. 

Especially since I haven’t seen Lin Kai for a few years, I saw it today, just like the spirited spirit when I 

was in the army. 

Therefore, Chen Zhiyuan was not polite, first took out a red banknote, threw it to the contractor, and 

then gave the contractor a hard punch. 

Under this punch, the contractor was instantly dizzy and fell into a coma again. 

at the same time. 



Lin Qianqian, the co-pilot in the car, also heard the conversation between Lin Kai and Chen Zhiyuan. 

When Lin Kai first got into the car, Lin Qianqian asked Lin Kai to talk about what happened to him and 

Chen Zhiyuan. 

Lin Kai slowly recounted the past of the two. 

After listening to this, Lin Qianqian was deeply moved. 

At this time, Lin Qianqian wiped her tears with a tissue, and asked Lin Kai: “Your comrades-in-arms are 

like this, why do you only give this money? Lin Kai, let’s do it, I personally support your comrades-in-

arms daughter, all Medical expenses.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and said, “Actually, this is not a question of money or money, and if you fund this 

way, I believe my comrade-in-arms will not accept this. After I have two days, let my comrade-in-arms 

and their daughters, Let’s talk about it when the treatment is complete. Then, I will arrange it with my 

comrade-in-arms.” 

As Lin Kai spoke, he also sighed. In fact, he blamed himself more than anyone else, especially when he 

saw Chen Zhiyuan’s current desolate appearance. 

Lin Qianqian also understood something, so she didn’t speak again. 

Chapter 1505: Pastoral Factory 

Chapter 1505 Pastoral Factory 

At half past one in the afternoon. 

Lin Kai took Lin Qianqian to the Donghai Industrial Park. 

Basically, every city has such an industrial park with various large and small factories. 

This industrial park in the East China Sea was newly built a few years ago. With the development of the 

East China Sea, the scale of this area is no longer sufficient for the development of the East China Sea. 

Therefore, the East China Sea has divided new areas and built new industrial parks. 

Lin Qianqian mainly considered that the new park is still far away, which is equivalent to being on the 

edge of the East China Sea, so he chose the old park. 

After a while, Lin Kai followed Lin Qianqian’s directions and came to a factory. 

The factory door was open, but there was no one inside. 

“What’s the situation? Yesterday, the personnel department has just hired employees. The personnel 

department has already notified that they have officially started work today. Why didn’t anyone see it? 

And the security? Several security guards were hired to prevent people from coming to the factory to 

make trouble. “ 

Lin Qianqian frowned her eyebrows, and then she couldn’t help looking at a security booth next to her. 



Inside the security booth, I saw a few security guards, playing cards inside, as if they were at home, so 

casual. 

Even the car that Lin drove came to the door of the factory, and no one noticed it. 

So leisurely, even Lin Kai frowned. 

It can be said that if the factory is in such a rush, the main reason is the sales volume, which is far 

beyond everyone’s imagination. It is not allowed to quickly invest in a larger factory for production. 

Otherwise, if the buyer bought it, it would be bad if it is out of stock. 

Unexpectedly, construction has not yet started here. 

Now the security guards are still playing cards for themselves, chatting while playing cards. 

“Hey, this job is too easy, as expected, it’s nothing like recruitment.” 

“Yes, I heard that we can stay so idle forever.” 

“It shouldn’t be. Isn’t the sales volume on the company’s side very good? Only then reinvested in the 

new factory to produce, why is it so leisurely?” 

“I don’t understand. Anyway, it’s the management of the company. Anyway, the management is so 

stipulated. We follow the rules and get the monthly salary.” 

Just as a few people were talking, Lin Kai and Lin Qianqian had quietly walked in. 

“Do you say it again?” Lin Qianqian said coldly to the security guards first. 

One of the young security guards saw Lin Qianqian, his eyes suddenly flashed hot, and he seemed to be 

ignorant of Lin Qianqian, so he whistled and laughed: “This beauty, is there anything wrong with coming 

to our factory? I am willing to personally To serve you, if you are looking for a job, I can also introduce 

you to a very leisurely position, but well, you have to…” 

Before the young security guard finished speaking, another security guard in his fifties, named Zhang 

Zhenxiang, quickly stopped the young security guard and said, “What are you talking about! This is the 

boss of the company, President Lin!” 

The young security guard was startled. 

Lin Qianqian watched this scene coldly, and said lightly: “Why are you playing cards here so leisurely? 

Also, why didn’t other workers come to work?” 

“I don’t know this. I have to ask the manager Qin Wen who manages this factory.” Zhang Zhenxiang is 

also smart, and immediately transferred this contradiction to Qin Wen who manages the factory. 

Qin Wennai is a very senior manager of the company. He has done a lot for the company. Lin Qianqian 

felt that he could be promoted and managed the factory. 

Lin Qianqian did not expect that Qin Wen had just managed it, so it was obvious that the company’s skin 

care product could not be made bigger. 



No wonder Qin asked, when he confessed to the factory here yesterday, he told Lin Qianqian not to 

inspect it for a few days. After talking for a few days, it was completely set up over there, and then I 

went to investigate. 

Lin Qianqian felt strange, so she asked Lin Kai to take her here to investigate. 

Unexpectedly, something really went wrong. 

At this moment, Lin Qianqian couldn’t help but called Qin asked. 

Qin Wen quickly answered the phone and asked, “Ms. Lin, what’s the matter?” 

Lin Qianqian didn’t say immediately that she was in this new factory, but she didn’t say anything in her 

voice: “Where are you now?” 

Qin asked immediately: “Mr. Lin, isn’t this the first day the factory started? I naturally manage and 

manage in the factory to prevent these workers from being lazy.” 

Lin Qianqian said lightly: “Oh? Really? I just arrived at the gate of the factory, let alone the figure, why 

didn’t you even see the shadow of your car?” 

As soon as Lin Qianqian’s words fell, Qin Wen was silent for a while, then Qin Wen pretended not to 

hear, and there was no signal, so he hung up the phone. 

Lin Qianqian had anger on her face. Obviously, it was impossible for her to hand over this factory to Qin 

Wen, and even the company had fired Qin Wen. 

Lin Qianqian said coldly to Zhang Zhenxiang: “Call everyone who is still in the factory now.” 

That Zhang Zhenxiang didn’t dare to disobey, and understood that the matter was serious, so he began 

to call everyone in the factory. 

In addition to Zhang Zhenxiang’s security guards, there is also an auntie who is sleeping there. 

In short, this is not like a factory to be started at all, more like a factory that is not maintained. 

Lin Qianqian looked at these people and continued: “From now on, this factory will be directly managed 

by me. So you will not be so leisurely. You need to follow the normal rules and regulations to work and 

do things. If you continue to be leisurely like this, I am sure Will be expelled, do you understand?” 

The security guards and the aunt who was sweeping the floor all nodded. 

Because the salary offered by this factory is higher than that of other factories, naturally the previous 

situation will not appear. 

Lin Qianqian asked, “What about other general workers or technicians?” 

Lin Qianqian frowned her eyebrows. Although Qin Wen will deal with the situation here, the 

employment contract will be sent to the company, and she will personally stamp it. 

Knowing that there were hundreds of people recruited in this factory, Qin Wen probably wanted to 

delay the production of skin care products before letting other people come to work. 



But this morning, Qin Wen posted a circle of friends, that is, all the workers in the factory came. 

It should be said that they are all called, even if they do not produce skin care products, they will all stay 

in the factory, otherwise this is too obvious. 

As for Qin Wen’s purpose, Lin Qianqian guessed that Qin Wen was very likely to be bought by others, 

which caused the skin care products to not be provided to customers in time, and then made trouble. 

Therefore, there is a high probability of being a competitor, such a disgusting person. 

Lin Qianqian could have imagined that she didn’t continue to communicate with Qin Wen, but why the 

group of workers had left. 

Soon, Zhang Zhenxiang stood up and said, “This morning, all came. Manager Qin Wen said that there will 

be no work arrangements for the day, but they will all stay in the factory. But since manager Qin Wen 

After I left, there was a problem.” 

Chapter 1506: Black And White Ganoderma 

Chapter 1506 Black and White Lingzhi 

Then under Zhang Zhenxiang’s narration, after Qin Wen left for a period of time, other general workers 

or technicians appeared one after another, suffering from headaches of varying degrees. 

All in all, it’s very evil, as if the Feng Shui here is not good, because after this happens, the rest of the 

general workers or technicians also leave first. 

Only a few security guards and an aunt sweeping the floor remain here to guard the factory temporarily. 

Lin Qianqian was curious, all the general workers or technicians had that kind of weird symptoms. Why 

did these security guards and aunt sweepers stay for almost a day, and nothing happened? 

Lin Qianqian felt funny again, but when she saw Lin Kai next to her, she was a little convinced that there 

was something evil in this place. 

In the morning, Lin Qianqian saw with her own eyes that Lin Kai killed an evil evildoer. 

The evil spirit not only affected the restaurant business. At the same time, it also affected the health of 

the restaurant owner, making him in his thirties, who is at the age of being physically strong, but like a 

late old man. 

So Lin Qianqian had to think about this situation in the factory. 

Faced with Lin Qianqians doubts, Zhang Zhenxiang said: “We are not sure, but we can be sure that we 

have never been to the second building in the factory. I heard some general workers say that there is a 

block next to the second building. The weird stone, the mushroom-shaped stone, is still the kind that 

stands upside down. The mushroom-shaped stone will give off a peculiar smell. 

They all doubted whether it was the mushroom-shaped stone that caused headaches and even 

hallucinations in those people. A few of us have never been, but it has been fine. “ 

“Mushroom-shaped stones? Strange taste? Headache? Hallucinations?” 



Lin Kai, who has been by Lin Qianqian’s side, quietly watching, suddenly raised his brows, and walked 

towards the second building of the factory. 

Lin Qianqian didn’t even think about it, so she followed. 

The security guards and the sweeping aunt, hesitated a little, and they all followed Lin Qianqian. 

After all, Lin Qianqian is the boss, how can she not follow. 

In this way, the group came to the corner of the second building and found the weird mushroom-shaped 

stone. 

Not only that, there are strange characters carved on the stone, and these characters are not Chinese. 

Of course, it’s not in English, it’s more like a symbol. 

Other people can’t recognize these symbols, Lin Kai can recognize it at a glance, this is a sealing 

technique. 

Lin Kai’s eyes showed curiosity, which further confirmed his guess. 

Therefore, he did not hesitate to urge the golden pupil and looked at the bottom of the stone, that is, 

the inside of the soil. 

Sure enough, he clearly saw one thing. 

Lin Kai smiled and murmured to himself: “I really can’t find any place to break through the iron shoes. It 

takes no effort at all.” 

Inside that soil is a very rare black and white Ganoderma lucidum! 

This ganoderma is the most important medicinal material for treating Chen Zhiyuan’s leg injury! 

Other medicinal materials are very easy to find, as long as you go to a Chinese medicine store, you can 

buy them. 

This black and white Ganoderma is different. Ganoderma is very common, but black and white 

Ganoderma is very rare. 

Because the black and white Ganoderma lucidum was formed in five hundred years, it absorbs the yang 

energy of heaven and earth in 300 years and the yin energy of heaven and earth in 200 years. Therefore, 

a mature black and white Ganoderma can take at least a thousand years. 

Lin Kai intends to finish the matter these two days, to find the black and white Ganoderma lucidum, and 

then to treat Chen Zhiyuan’s leg. 

I never thought that I would see black and white Ganoderma lucidum in Lin Qianqian’s factory. 

As for the general workers or technicians in the factory, why do they have headaches and 

hallucinations? That’s because the peculiar smell of black and white ganoderma after maturation can 

indeed affect the human body. 

It also means that this underground is a mature black and white Ganoderma lucidum! 



Lin Kai is extremely pleased that mature black and white Ganoderma has a greater medicinal use. It can 

be said that it is truly capable of curing all diseases. 

Originally, he was looking for a black and white Ganoderma lucidum that was formed. 

Today, there is a mature black and white Lingzhi. 

Look at the runes carved on this stone, there are also certain years. 

Rune is the technique of sealing, with stone, it will guard here. It seems that hundreds of years ago, 

some experts also knew that the black and white Ganoderma lucidum had formed under the ground, so 

they sealed the black and white Ganoderma lucidum to prevent people from discovering it. 

It’s just that hundreds of years have passed away in a hurry, and the changes are too fast. This black and 

white Ganoderma lucidum has only been mature in just two days. 

Lin Kai was thinking about it, and under Lin Qianqian’s surprised eyes, he broke the seal on the 

mushroom-shaped stone with a wave of hands. 

The mushroom-shaped stone cracked in an instant, turned into countless small fragments, and crashed 

to the ground. 

The mushroom-shaped stone is always supported by the sealing technique. 

If you lose the power of the seal, it will be like dry soil. 

Lin Qianqian couldn’t help but looked at Lin Kai curiously. She knew that Lin Kai was powerful, and there 

must be something there that attracted him. 

The security guards and the auntie Zhang Zhenxiang stared at Lin Kai dumbfounded. 

Then, under the shocked eyes of the few people again, Lin Kai stomped slightly, those stone fragments, 

voluntarily let out a path, and the ground also cracked. 

In the middle, a half-slap-sized black and white mushroom was exposed. 

It is the black and white Ganoderma that has matured over a thousand years! 

“Lin Kai, what is this?” Lin Qianqian asked. 

“Ganoderma lucidum.” 

Lin Kai also didn’t say anything specific, but he explained immediately that this Ganoderma lucidum 

affects personal health. 

The security guards and the auntie Zhang Zhenxiang, when they heard Lin Kai say this, glanced at the 

black and white Ganoderma in horror, and even stepped back a few steps before daring to approach. 

Lin Qianqian didn’t ask too much. Since the evil in this place has been solved by Lin Kai, she will notify 

the employees. 

If you get sick because of Ganoderma lucidum, you should meditate and recover. If there is no symptom, 

I have just rushed here now for a meeting. 



Lin Kai carefully installed the black and white Ganoderma lucidum. 

It just so happened that Lin Qianqian also finished the notification. She saw that Lin Kai was fine, and she 

said: “I am here, and I have to deal with a lot of things. You sent me here and solved the evil in it. See 

you It’s okay, you’d better plan to make an appointment with Miss Yin.” 

Lin Kai had already given Lin Qianqian many amulets, and Lin Qianqian had also brought him, and this is 

the East China Sea, if Lin Qianqian was attacked the first time. 

Lin came to the meeting soon, so there is no need to worry about Lin Qianqian’s safety here. 

Now that Lin Qianqian said so, he nodded: “Okay, you are busy.” 

Lin Kai said, and left without looking back. 

After Lin Qianqian saw Lin Kai leave so decisively, after humming, she also started to busy herself. 

Chapter 1507: Real Side 

Chapter 1507 the real side 

At five o’clock in the afternoon, Lin drove the car and returned to the downtown area of Donghai. 

When passing by a Chinese pharmacy, I bought some medicinal materials. 

The direction to go back is the opposite of Baishantang. Otherwise, I would go to Baishantang to buy it. 

With these medicinal materials, combined with black and white Ganoderma lucidum, Chen Zhiyuan’s leg 

disease can be completely cured. 

However, you have to buy a few others, not Chinese medicine. 

It took Lin Kai some time to buy all the medicinal materials. 

Seeing that it was almost seven o’clock in the evening, Lin Kai headed for the only opera house in the 

East China Sea. 

After ten or twenty minutes, Lin drove to the door of the opera house. 

Lin Kai didn’t see Yin Suyan at the door. 

He was about to plan. When he called Yin Suyan, he unexpectedly reached out his hand behind him, as if 

he wanted to do something. 

Lin Kai did not turn around, but reacted extremely quickly. He grabbed the hand, and it was very smooth 

as soon as it touched it. 

“Mr. Lin, it’s me!” 

Yin Suyan actually wanted to play a prank with Lin Kai, just to blindfold Lin Kai’s eyes, and then change 

his voice to let Lin Kai guess who she was. 

Not knowing that Lin Kai was so keen, he even grabbed her hand and pulled it forward as if he wanted 

to throw her out. 



But at the moment when he was about to be thrown out, Lin Kai pulled Yin Suyan back in time because 

he saw that it was Yin Suyan and shook his head slightly. 

In this way, Yin Suyan was pulled into Lin Kai’s arms. 

Yin Suyan is simple jeans, with a white T-shirt, a fashionable hat, and a pair of sunglasses. 

Even so, it gives people a very amazing feeling. 

Yin Suyan is still in a panic. She took off her sunglasses and gave Lin Kai a white eye: “Mr. Lin, you are 

too cautious. I just want to blindfold your eyes and guess who I am. Humph. It’s so boring!” 

Lin Kai smiled awkwardly. He was indeed overly cautious, mainly because he was about to make a call, 

and because he was forced to kiss yesterday, he appeared more cautious. 

Who thought Yin Suyan would use this method to meet him. 

After all, Yin Suyan is a big star, how can he be like a child. 

Lin Kai had no choice but to say: “It’s not like you suddenly do, I reacted a little faster.” 

Yin Suyan was not angry and glanced at Lin Kai again, but feeling Lin Kai’s warm embrace, he was 

secretly delighted. 

But the people passing by, cast a lot of eyes, Yin Suyan could only put on sunglasses, and then 

reluctantly broke away from Lin Kai’s embrace. 

Fortunately, no one recognized her, otherwise, the headlines tonight would be occupied by her and Lin 

Kai. 

Yin Suyan said to Lin at this moment: “Mr. Lin, I have already bought the tickets, and there are still ten 

minutes to go. Let’s go in now.” 

“Yes.” Lin Kai nodded. 

Soon, the two walked into the opera house. 

When I passed by the entrance of the Opera House, I saw a sign with a poster of the performance on it. 

It was a musical called “City of Philharmonic”. 

At the door, Yin Suyan couldn’t help but took the hand of Lin Kai and walked directly into the opera 

house. 

Lin Kai felt Yin Suyan’s tender little hands and smiled: “You are holding me so openly, so you don’t worry 

about being seen by some fans, do you?” 

Yin Suyan rolled his eyes: “What? Is this disgusting?” 

Lin Kai smiled: “No, I just think that if you are so proactive, aren’t you afraid that I will have to keep an 

inch.” 

Yin Suyan hummed: “It’s not that I’m not afraid, I’m afraid that you dare not.” 

For a moment, Lin Kai was speechless and couldn’t help shook his head. 



Without the great mountain of Leiyuan Group, how would he let Yin Suyan be so proactive, but now is 

not the time. 

In order to change the subject, Lin Kai asked, “Miss Yin, which stage is your best friend acting in?” 

Yin Suyan said, “My best friend is Su Qiaoqiao, the female number one in the stage play. Su Qiaoqiao is 

also my college classmate, both of whom came from a major. It’s just that Su Qiaoqiao has been working 

in stage play after graduation to sharpen it. Own acting skills.” 

Yin Suyan said, and Lin Kai passed the ticket inspection place and entered the opera house smoothly. 

This opera house is similar to that of a movie theater, with a dozen rows of positions, and each row can 

seat a dozen people. 

At the current position, almost 70% of the people are sitting. 

The ticket that Yin Suyan bought belongs to the front row, but it is also in the fourth row, the best place 

in the middle. 

“These two tickets were actually given to me by Jojo, but in order to support my girlfriend’s stage play, I 

finally forced to transfer the money to her. Speaking of which, I gave me two tickets on purpose, and I 

hope to bring them Some male friends come over. I also said that I cant bring any male friends here. I 

just didnt want my girlfriends to come here, so I brought them.” 

Yin Suyan muttered and sat in the middle of the fourth row with Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed at Yin Suyan’s words, just like a child’s rebellious mentality. 

Combined with the previous Yin Suyan, trying to blindly guess whose childish behavior was from behind, 

it is hard to imagine that this is the true side of Yin Suyan. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but smiled: “As expected, you are a close friend. If you wait for your girlfriend to 

come over and see me, wouldn’t I be embarrassed.” 

Yin Suyan chuckled, “That’s not true, anyway, you have a thick skin.” 

Lin Kai was speechless, just about to say something, but unexpectedly, a sharp female voice came from 

the back row: “You are going to speak out and talk, and it is noisy to me.” 

Lin Kai looked back and saw that there was also a pair of young men and women in the back row, who 

was talking with a young man. 

Lin Kai frowned slightly, the stage play had not officially started yet, it would be really bad if he was still 

talking. 

But the stage play hasn’t started yet, not to mention that he and Yin Suyan spoke very quietly, but some 

nearby audiences spoke very loudly. 

Before Lin Kai could speak, Yin Suyan said to the woman behind, “Sorry, we will speak as little as 

possible.” 

Yin Suyan didn’t want Lin Kai to go to quarrel to avoid unnecessary trouble. 



Lin Kai shook his head and said nothing. 

Instead, the young woman sneered. 

And the young man next to the young woman, seemingly to please the young woman, took out a thick 

stack of money from his wallet and handed it to Lin Kai: “You take these money, and it will disappear 

from my sight.” 

Lin Kai raised his eyebrows, and the clay figure was still three-pointed angry. This young man seemed to 

really think that he could do whatever he wanted with money. 

Yin Suyan just backed down, but he didn’t expect this young man to be ignorant of good or bad. 

Even Yin Suyan was very dissatisfied with the young man’s behavior. 

If it were not for her special status, she would have quarreled with each other a long time ago. 

Ever since, she motioned to Lin Kai, don’t quarrel, and watch the stage play with peace of mind. 

Chapter 1508: Suchocho 

Chapter 1508 Su Qiaoqiao 

Lin Kai saw Yin Suyan’s sign that he was with Yin Suyan tonight, and this stage play was also starring Yin 

Suyan’s girlfriends, so it was not good to spoil the atmosphere here. 

Therefore, Lin Kai directly ignored the young man. 

However, the young man reluctantly said: “I said you are too greedy, three thousand yuan is not 

enough, enough to buy ten tickets.” 

The young man’s tone was filled with the attitude of being aloof, and stood up, immediately took out a 

check, wrote 20,000 yuan, and threw it at Lin Kai: “Twenty thousand yuan is enough, right? Give me this 

check, don’t hinder me from watching the stage play!” 

Funny to say that the young man’s voice now speaks louder than anyone else, and he stood up to block 

the audience in the back row. 

This behavior of young men really hinders others. 

Not only that, the young man did not sit down immediately, but glanced condescendingly, and the 

young woman next to him saw the young woman’s gaze with his satisfaction. 

The young man’s face was even more smug. 

The young man’s name is Zeng Zi’an, and the young woman next to him is Liang Xiaoyan, who is 

considered half of his girlfriend. 

The reason for saying half of it is because there is no formal contact yet, but it is at the stage of 

confirmation. 



Zeng Zian has been chasing Liang Xiaoyan for a long time, and he also knows that Liang Xiaoyan likes the 

musical “City of Philharmonic”. The tickets for the first day are sold here. Zeng Zian bought two tickets 

and waited to watch tonight. 

For Zeng Zian, this is not the point. The point is to perform well in front of Liang Xiaoyan and then take 

the opportunity to confess. 

Especially Liang Xiaoyan just now did not like the two people in the front row. 

This gave Zeng Zi’an a chance to perform well, and then used the money to get the couple of dogs and 

men in the front row away. 

In this way, not only in front of Liang Xiaoyan, it shows that she is rich. 

At the same time, he is very happy in his heart. What he likes most is that he can really do whatever he 

wants with money. 

In his opinion, the pair of dog men and women in the front row would definitely bow their heads, pick 

up the check, and leave the opera house dingy. 

Zeng Zian also saw that Liang Xiaoyan’s current expression was a bit strange to him, and she became 

even more proud. 

Liang Xiaoyan was indeed moved by Zeng Zian’s behavior. She was also surprised by Zeng Zi’an’s 

financial resources. She wrote a check for 20,000 yuan at will and threw it out so casually. 

Seeing that the check was thrown on the seat and not completely thrown out, Liang Xiaoyan took the 

check back and laughed while saying, “Isn’t it a waste of 20,000 yuan to go out?” 

Upon hearing this, Zeng Zi’an pretended to be very generous and said: “There is nothing to waste, 

anyway, there is money. If you are happy, it is worth it.” 

This sentence moved Liang Xiaoyan for a while, and then the two of them ignored Lin Kai and Lin 

Qianqian and began to kiss me and me. 

When Lin Kai saw the two men, he did not continue to say anything, so he turned his gaze back. If the 

two of them were reluctant, he would no longer hinder Yin Suyan’s face, and would ruthlessly give them 

a lesson. . 

At this time, Yin Suyan also retracted his gaze, leaned close to Lin Kai, and said in a low voice: “The 

clothes and bags on that girl look like they are all famous brands or even luxury goods, but they are 

actually fake. Goods. Originally it cost tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands yuan, but this fake 

is only a few hundred yuan at most.” 

To be honest, even if Lin Kai is a cultivator, there is no difference at all for this. Women are worthy of 

being women, for this kind of eyes can be clearly seen. 

Before Lin Kai finished speaking, Yin Suyan continued: “And that man, it is the same. He looks like high-

end goods all over his body, but in fact, none of them are real. Even the Rolex of the watch is also fake. , 

You can buy it in a few hundred.” 



Lin Kai suddenly became curious: “Since they are all fakes, and there is no real thing, it means there is no 

money, so why is it a check for 20,000 yuan?” 

“It should be a play, I guess, even if we ask for the check, the man will think of various ways to tear the 

check.” Yin Suyan smiled: “I endorse many high-end famous brands and luxury goods. You can tell at a 

glance.” 

Listening to this, Lin Kai’s eyes showed a hint of playfulness: “In this case, then these two people are 

pretending to be big money?” 

“I guess so.” Yin Suyan covered his mouth and smiled: “If those two dare to provoke us, I will come to 

expose their true colors, and it will be fun then. I am still looking forward to the two coming to provoke 

me. “ 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed, Yin Suyan’s most real side was revealed before his eyes again. 

Within two minutes, it was 7:30 in the evening, when the musical began to perform. 

Songs and dances are naturally inseparable from song and dance, especially this kind of “City of 

Philharmonic” theme. 

Yin Suyans best friend Su Qiaoqiao, the female number one, is pursuing her love and dreams, constantly 

wandering, from the confusion at the beginning to the determination later. In the end, the sublimation 

of life is as melancholy as at first sight, which makes people very thoughtful. 

Although Su Qiaoqiao is not a star, but because of Zhang’s beauty and the acting skills shown in the 

stage play, he became popular after being uploaded to the Internet by netizens, and he was considered 

a net celebrity. 

However, Su Qiaoqiao didn’t have any reaction to his popularity on the Internet. He still immersed 

himself in the stage play every day to polish himself. 

Su Qiaoqiao was indifferent even to various economic companies in the entertainment industry who 

sent invitations to her, signed contracts with a lot of money, and gave the best resources. 

Under the exposure of this deed, Su Qiaoqiao was even more sought after by many netizens and 

became a fan of Su Qiaoqiao. 

It is mainly because of Su Qiaoqiao’s concentration to sharpen his acting skills and love the spirit of stage 

play, which makes many netizens feel emotional. 

Lin Kai was also amazed by Su Qiaoqiao’s acting, not weaker than Yin Suyan’s acting. 

You know, Yin Suyan won the actress award. 

If Su Qiaoqiao enters the entertainment circle, with her acting skills, she will certainly be able to get a 

place in the entertainment circle. 

And Lin Kai also noticed that Su Qiaoqiao kept looking at him during the performance. 

Su Qiaoqiao knew that Yin Suyan would bring a male friend over, so he wanted to see who it was. 



Su Qiaoqiao didn’t expect that Yin Suyan really brought it, and it even seemed that the two were quite 

close. As a result, it was the first time in my heart that I was very eager to finish this stage play. 

In the past, she wished to act slowly so that she could stay on stage for a while. It was different now. She 

knew that Yin Suyan was arrogant and didn’t usually see any man in her eyes, so she was curious about 

Lin Kai. 

Chapter 1509: The Dog Bites The Dog With A Furry Mouth 

Chapter 1509 

After almost an hour, the stage play was almost finished. 

Yin Suyan said to Lin Kai, “Mr. Lin, it’s over immediately. We will go to the dressing room backstage to 

see Qiao Qiao. Speaking of which, I haven’t seen Qiao Qiao for a long time.” 

After the stage play is finished, the actors still have to go back to the dressing room, change the 

costumes for the show, and remove makeup. The process also takes a certain amount of time. 

As for Yin Suyan being able to enter the backstage, naturally he was allowed. 

Lin Kai nodded. 

But at this time, there was a sarcasm in the back row, and it came immediately. 

“Hehe, who do you think you are? The backstage of this stage play, how can you enter as long as you 

want? Besides, this is the stage backstage starring Su Qiaoqiao. Su Qiaoqiao is a domestic stage play. 

Popular stage actors have a large number of fans on the Internet. Popularity is comparable to second-

tier celebrities, you will see you if you say you see it!” 

Liang Xiaoyan apparently heard Yin Suyan’s words, and inexplicably began to mock Yin Suyan. 

Liang Xiaoyan felt uncomfortable, so she continued to ridicule: “If you can enter the backstage at will 

and see Su Qiaoqiao, then I can meet Wu Feifan at will! I also heard that Yin Suyan is also in the East 

China Sea, then I can see it too. This kind of national goddess is a joke!” 

When Lin Kai heard Liang Xiaoyan’s words, he shook his head for a while. 

Now there is no need for Lin Kai to take action, Yin Suyan will solve the two people in the back row. 

Because Yin Suyan had already seen the disguise of the two. 

Sure enough, when Lin Kaizheng was thinking about it, Yin Suyans face arced with a smile, then turned 

her head, glanced at Liang Xiaoyan faintly, and slowly said: “This lady, as far as I know, the one in your 

hand The price of the bag is 69,000, but there is an anti-counterfeiting mark. That is, on the right side of 

the bag, there will be an oval line. 

This line is made with a special material, and the handwork is also the best. Why is your bag completely 

round? But I know that high imitation goods do not have that level of craftsmanship, and there is no way 

to make oval lines. As long as you have a little understanding of this aspect, you can know this anti-

counterfeiting mark. “ 



Yin Su whispered. 

Yin Suyan’s words made Liang Xiaoyan’s face extremely embarrassed, she wanted to say something, but 

she didn’t know what to say, so she could only fall into awkward silence. 

Zeng Zian was shocked. He looked at Liang Xiaoyan very unexpectedly and asked: “Liang Xiaoyan, the 

bag you bought is a high imitation bag? You have clearly said that your bag is a consignment, and it is 

difficult to buy it. The original price was six. Wanjiu, because of the limited quantity, I finally bought 

90,000 yuan. I also said that I have a family business in my family, which is not bad for money. Why did I 

buy high imitation goods?” 

This Liang Xiaoyan looks so mediocre. The reason why Zeng Zian pursued Liang Xiaoyan so persistently 

was mainly because he saw that Liang Xiaoyan’s family was rich. 

Now that I heard that the bag that Liang Xiaoyan bought was fake, Zeng Zi’an naturally asked in a hurry. 

Liang Xiaoyan was questioned like this, and for a while, she became even more panicked, not knowing 

how to answer. 

The smile on Yin Su’s cigarette mouth was even worse. She did not forget to make up for the knife: “By 

the way, this man’s Rolex watch looks the same as the real one, but when you look carefully at the side 

of the watch, the small English characters engraved on it are a bit faded. You know, the real one. 

However, it is made with the best materials, and it is impossible to fade. 

There is also the suit on the body. The fake ones are too unconcerned. Looking at the label on the back, 

they missed an English letter. It can be said that this man, from top to bottom, nothing is true. “ 

At this moment, it was Zeng Zian’s awkward silence. He also wanted to refute, but he didn’t expect the 

other party to say so clearly. What age is it now, as long as you check it online, you can find out that his 

whole body is indeed fake, so no matter how you refute it, it is useless. 

And Liang Xiaoyan immediately got hairy, glaring at Zeng Zi’an, and said very angrily: “You still have a 

face to talk about me? Didn’t you say that you are the brother of a listed group? Dad is still the chairman 

of the board, what do you want to inherit? The position of the chairman? This kind of identity, how can 

you buy fake things, you still go from top to bottom, all fake! I am really blind!” 

Naturally, Liang Xiaoyan agreed to Zeng Zi’an because of Zeng Zi’an’s money, otherwise she was 

reluctant to agree to Zeng Zi’an because of Zeng Zi’an’s somewhat ugly appearance. Unexpectedly, Zeng 

Zian was also fake, which made Liang Xiaoyan extremely angry. 

“Yeah, you stinky girl! You are ashamed to say me! You are lying to yourself!” 

Now that he had torn his face, Zeng Zian no longer pretended to be, and directly cursed Liang Xiaoyan. 

Liang Xiaoyan did her part and scolded Zeng Zi’an severely. 

In this way, the two began to scold each other and even spit at each other. 

It happened that the performance of the stage play was also introduced at this time. The nearby 

audience saw Liang Xiaoyan and Zeng Zian being insulting each other, and they all watched with 

interest. 



These viewers also knew that the two people lied to each other, thinking that each other was a good 

guy. 

There was no sympathy for the two people’s scolding, it was a dog biting a dog. 

Lin Kai also watched with great interest. This was a happy scene. 

I have to say that Yin Suyan is still professional, and you can tell at a glance where there are high 

imitations of brand-name goods and where there are defects. 

It was this that made Liang Xiaoyan and Zeng Zian both speechless. 

If they are not very professional, it is estimated that Liang Xiaoyan and Zeng Zian will definitely try their 

best to refute this. 

Lin Kai looked at the two people in the back row, they were about to fight, still looking at the scene, it 

was the dog biting the dog anyway. 

Neither of them is a good bird. They both thought that they had fallen into a triumph, but in fact they 

were all liars. 

Fortunately, both of them are liars, otherwise if one of them is not a liar, they will really be deceived. 

At this time, Yin Suyan didn’t even watch the show, but planned to call Lin Kai to go backstage together. 

Unexpectedly, Su Qiaoqiao, who was on the stage, didn’t change his clothes, so he couldn’t wait to get 

off the stage and ran directly to Yin Suyan. 

Su Qiaoqiao first walked to Yin Suyan’s body, hugged Yin Suyan, and smiled: “Su Yan, it’s been a long 

time since I saw you, you are still so beautiful.” 

Yin Suyan rolled his eyes: “Look at what you said, you are not the same.” 

Su Qiaoqiao smiled, his gaze fell on Lin Kai, and said: “The man next to you is the male friend you 

invited. Hello, my name is Su Qiaoqiao.” 

“Lin Kai.” Lin Kai also said hello politely, after all, it was Yin Suyan’s best friend. 

Su Qiaoqiao is indeed extremely beautiful, on the same level as Yin Suyan, but two different styles. Su 

Qiaoqiao is more imperial sister, and Yin Suyan is the kind of pure goddess. 

Chapter 1510: Really Close Friends 

Chapter 1510 

“Lin Kai?” 

Su Qiaoqiao smiled and said: “I remember, you two will go with me first. Backstage here, after I change 

the costumes for the show, I will treat you to a good meal. How to say, Its the first time I have seen that 

my family Su Yan has taken the initiative to ask for a male friend. So I must have it. Congratulations!” 

Su Qiaoqiao used the words male friend and congratulations in a very heavy tone, with a smile on his 

face, as if he regarded Lin Kai as Yin Suyans boyfriend. 



Lin Kai just shook his head and smiled. 

However, the audience who hadn’t left around, saw Su Qiaoqiao coming over and exclaimed one by 

one. Fortunately, the quality was quite high, and no one came to disturb Su Qiaoqiao. 

Just staring at Su Qiaoqiao, it seemed that Su Qiaoqiao came to invite in person for the two audiences. It 

seems that the identities of the two audiences are also very unusual. 

Yin Suyan also responded with a smile: “Qiao Qiao, what’s the matter. I’ll ask for this meal, then go to 

the backstage to change clothes, so we can go early.” 

Naturally, the conversation between Su Qiaoqiao and Yin Suyan, Zeng Zian and Liang Xiaoyan in the back 

row, also heard them. 

The two stopped scolding each other, but stared at Yin Suyan with incredible eyes. 

The two never expected that what Yin Suyan said before was true! The relationship between Yin Suyan 

and Su Qiaoqiao is really extraordinary! 

Before, Yin Suyan said that when the stage play was over, he took Lin Kai to see Su Qiaoqiao backstage. 

At that time Liang Xiaoyan mocked. Although Zeng Zian didn’t say anything, he didn’t believe it at all. 

But now! 

Su Qiaoqiao actually came in person and invited Yin Suyan and Lin Kai to the backstage! 

Can imagine how extraordinary the relationship between Su Qiaoqiao and the two is! 

More importantly, Su Qiaoqiao, what is calling Yin Suyan, Su Yan? 

Wait, why does this profile look so familiar? 

Su Yan? Yin Suyan? 

“Wait! She is Yin Suyan!” 

“Really! I heard that Su Qiaoqiao’s classmate is Yin Suyan, the goddess of the nation, and they have a 

good relationship!” 

Some audience members recognized it and exclaimed. 

At this moment, as if a stone caused a thousand waves, the audience who did not leave were all 

shocked. 

The spectators who were about to leave were all at the exit door. Hearing the discussion here, they all 

returned and looked at Yin Suyan. 

These performances are enough to prove that Yin Suyan’s popularity is so high that he is worthy of the 

newly promoted national goddess. 

Moreover, no matter how high the quality of the audience is, they are crazy when they see Yin Suyan 

and other national goddesses. 



“Goddess Yin Suyan! Take a photo!” 

“Goddess! Just sign a name!” 

Seeing this scene, Su Qiaoqiao immediately took Yin Suyan’s hand and went to the backstage of the 

stage play. 

As for Lin Kai, he was naturally acting as a bodyguard, so that the crazy audience could easily stop it. 

When he reached the backstage safely, Yin Suyan took off the sunglasses he was wearing. 

Although the staff inside were also surprised at Yin Suyan’s arrival, they were not so surprised. 

They just greeted Yin Suyan one after another. 

Because Su Qiaoqiao is in the National Theater. 

These staff are also professionals from the National Theater. 

In addition, in the past, Yin Suyan would occasionally visit Su Qiaoqiao. Many of these staff members 

were not so strange about Yin Suyan’s arrival. After all, they knew that the relationship between the two 

was a girlfriend. 

At the moment in the dressing room, Su Qiaoqiao is sitting in front of the mirror, where she is removing 

her makeup. 

Although there is a makeup artist who will come to remove makeup, Su Qiaoqiao doesn’t need it. Can 

she do it herself? 

When Su Qiaoqiao was taking off her makeup, she was not idle, but talked to Yin Suyan: “Su Yan, you 

are bringing a male friend here tonight. This must be my treat. I said it before. Now you Help me think 

about what to eat.” 

Yin Suyan was not polite when he heard the words, and said with a smile: “Okay.” 

Yin Suyan said, looked at Lin Kai, and asked, “Mr. Lin, what do you want to eat?” 

Lin Kai shook his head slightly. In fact, he doesn’t care. He can eat anything, but I think everyone is 

satisfied with those things. 

So, Lin Kai said, “Hot pot, it’s just in the autumn. The temperature tonight is still a bit cold. It’s just good 

to eat hot pot to get rid of the cold.” 

“Okay, then hot pot!” 

Lin Kai’s proposal really made Yin Suyan and Su Qiaoqiao both immediately agree. 

After that, Yin Suyan wanted to go to the toilet, but before leaving, Yin Suyan whispered to Lin Kai: “Mr. 

Lin, when it is convenient for me to go, if Qiaoqiao asks you, what is your relationship with me, dont say 

anything. , Deliberately let Jojo guess like that.” 

After Yin Suyan confessed, he left here. 



Lin Kai couldn’t help but shook his head and laughed. It seemed that Yin Suyan was trying to slander Su 

Qiaoqiao’s appetite. He was a real girlfriend. 

Just as Yin Suyan thought, as soon as Yin Suyan left, Su Qiaoqiao didn’t remove her makeup. She turned 

to the chair and couldn’t wait to ask Xiang Lin Kai: “Mr. Lin, where are you from? How did you meet Su 

Yan? How are you two developing?” 

Su Qiaoqiao asked three questions in one breath, and the questions were quite straightforward. 

Lin Kai was speechless and straightforward enough. 

However, Lin Kai also followed Yin Suyan’s instructions and did not answer directly. Instead, he 

answered vaguely, saying that he met on the Internet. 

After all, on Weibo, Yin Suyan helped Lin Kai forward the Weibo about Leiyuan Group, which many 

people still know. 

Su Qiaoqiao was impressed by Lin Kai’s words. 

After all, Su Qiaoqiao naturally also has Yin Suyan’s Weibo, and the incident was still a big deal. 

Because of Lin Kai’s answer, Su Qiaoqiao didn’t get anything useful. 

Ever since, Su Qiaoqiao asked directly: “Mr. Lin, do you and Su Yan plan to get married?” 

Su Qiaoqiao asked like this to understand the relationship between the two. 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “Look at what you said, the two of us have not yet reached that point. We are 

just friends.” 

What Lin Kai said was also clever. He neither pointed it out nor said it was not. The main reason was to 

follow Yin Suyan’s instructions just now and let Su Qiaoqiao guess. 

Su Qiaoqiao was really dizzy by Lin Kai’s words, and shook his head helplessly, knowing that there was 

nothing to ask. 

She had no choice but to say: “Mr. Lin, I know that Su Yan has a temperament. If it weren’t really 

interesting to you, I wouldn’t invite you to come here to watch my stage play. No matter where he 

progresses, Mr. Ruo Lin is also interested in Su Yan. As for smoke, I hope you treat Su Yan sincerely. Su 

Yan looks like a glamorous star, but she is also a little woman.” 

Su Qiaoqiao’s remarks made Lin Kai fall into contemplation. 

Lin Kai could naturally see that Yin Suyan was interested in him. 

 


